When light is guided in a system of two coupled dielectric waveguides, they are pushed together or pulled apart by optical gradient forces, depending on the symmetry of the optical mode. 1 The first experimental demonstrations of optical gradient forces between coupled waveguides were reported in on-chip suspended silicon beam waveguides, 2, 3 and in dualring cavities made of silica 4 and silicon nitride. 5 Recently, a theoretical study predicted that optical gradient forces can result in a strong, spatially and temporally highly nonlocal optomechanical nonlinearity inside a fused silica dualnanoweb fiber. 6 Optical gradient forces, arising from light guided in the coupled parallel nanowebs, cause them to bend either inward (if an even mode is excited) or outward (if the modal symmetry is odd). The interdependence of the elastic deflection profile and the electromagnetic field distribution causes the effective refractive index of the optical mode to increase with power. This power-dependent refractive index results in an optomechanical nonlinearity that exceeds the Kerr nonlinearity of the structure by many orders of magnitude, making possible optomechanical self-channeling of light and the formation of nonlocal spatial solitons. 6, 7 Confirming theoretical predictions, a large optomechanical nonlinearity, originating from the extraordinary sensitivity of the modal refractive index to sub-nm changes in the nanoweb spacing, was recently measured in a dual-nanoweb fiber fabricated from fused silica using the stack-and-draw technique. 8 This sensitivity, in combination with a sub-ls response time (the resonant frequencies are in the order of a few MHz) could, for instance, facilitate fiber-based devices for both ultra-sensitive static and high-bandwidth transient pressure sensing.
The mechanical resonant frequencies are strongly affected by compression and rarefaction of the thin gas layer trapped between the oppositely-moving membranes. Commonly known as squeezed-film damping (SFD), this effect was first theoretically predicted in Ref. 9 and has been experimentally observed in silicon micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [10] [11] [12] and dual-disk optomechanical cavities. 13 With increasing pressure, SFD reduces the mechanical quality factor Q of the resonances and increases the mechanical stiffness of the structure, causing an upshift in resonant frequency. [14] [15] [16] Theoretical descriptions of SFD based on treating the gas as a continuum have previously been reported, 9, 15 and the pressure dependence of the Qfactor has been modeled analytically for rarefied gas. 15, 17, 18 While an abundance of papers offer theoretical analysis, the number of experimental studies is quite limited.
In this paper, we investigate the pressure dependence of the resonant optomechanical nonlinear response of an argonfilled dual-nanoweb fiber. Using intensity-modulated laser light to drive the structure, the frequency dependence and Qfactor of the optomechanical response are monitored over a wide range of pressures. The results are compared to an analytical energy transfer model, confirming the validity of SFD theory. 15, 17, 18 Scanning electron micrographs of the fiber cross-section are shown in Fig. 1 . To measure the frequency response of the optomechanical nonlinearity, the 12-cm-long sample, its ends mounted in gas cells, was placed in one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 2) . The structure was driven by an intensity-modulated laser beam (wavelength 1550 nm) and the optomechanical phase change measured using a weak probe beam at 1543 nm. Both pump and probe beams were polarized parallel to the plane of the nanowebs (transverse electric polarization). The frequencies and Qfactors of the mechanical resonances were extracted from the data by fitting to a superposition of several different Lorentzian resonances. 8 Measurements were made at pressures from vacuum to 1.2 bar, the fiber being evacuated for several hours before applying each pressure. To ensure pressure equalization in the hollow fiber channels, measurements were made $1 h after each change in pressure. In Fig. 3(a) , the frequency response of the measured optomechanical nonlinear coefficient c OM (f) is plotted at 5 different pressures between 178 millibars and 1.2 bar. The mechanical resonant frequency shifts from $6.3 to $7.0 MHz over this pressure range -some 15 times more sensitive than in previously reported MEMS structures, where the gas film is much thicker. 16 At pressures below 100 millibars ( Fig. 3(b) ), the broad peak breaks up into an irregular cluster of narrow peaks spaced by $10 kHz. Finite element modeling of a dualnanoweb structure that is perfectly uniform along the z-axis predicts a series of flexural resonances with different numbers of lobes along the x-direction. These are however spaced several MHz apart, 8 so are unrelated to this cluster of much narrower peaks, which we attribute to a series of localized fundamental resonances at different positions along the fiber, created by structural non-uniformities and each with a slightly different frequency. Although the number of individual oscillators is quite small (of order 100 if each peak in Fig. 3(b) represents one resonance), the spectrum may effectively be viewed as inhomogeneously broadened. At high pressure, the narrow peaks broaden and coalesce into one wide peak, as seen in the experimental results. As the pressure drops, they become narrower until at very low pressure they are individually distinguishable.
As was the case at higher pressure ( Fig. 3(a) ), the frequencies of these narrow resonances rise with applied pressure ( Fig. 3(b) ). We now select the peak with the highest resonant nonlinearity (denoted by the violet asterisk in Fig. 3(b) ) for special study. $1 lbar causes the gas damping rate to fall while the Qfactor rises. At 1 lbar, the damping contribution due to residual gas molecules can be neglected so that the lifetime of the resonances is determined by internal friction and leakage into the silica cladding. 19 Under these conditions the Qfactor and dynamic optomechanical nonlinear coefficient at resonance, averaged over three separate measurements (one of which is represented by the black curve in Fig. 3(b) 20 In this low pressure range, only one Lorentzian resonance plays a significant role for the probed peak, which enhances the optomechanical nonlinearity above its value at higher pressures ( Fig. 3(a) ) when several resonances (with different lifetimes and relative phases) are excited simultaneously, reducing the overall optomechanical response.
Numerical solutions of the isothermal Reynolds equation confirm that the squeezed gas has, as expected, both viscous and elastic components. 9, 15 The elastic component produces a restoring force that is in phase with the web vibration, whereas the viscous component, being proportional to velocity, is p/2 out-of-phase with the vibration. A simple analysis suggests that the elastic restoring force k g (per unit area per unit change in layer thickness), created by a layer of gas sandwiched between two parallel plates, can be approximated in the isothermal case as k g ¼ p/d 0 , where p and d 0 are the initial pressure and plate separation. [14] [15] [16] This indicates that the effective gas spring constant scales linearly with pressure, the constant of proportionality being the reciprocal layer thickness, which becomes very large for small d 0 . This explains the large pressure-dependent shift in resonant frequency observed in the dual-nanoweb fiber.
The expression for the gas-layer stiffness suggests that the resonant frequency of a gas-damped harmonic oscillator can be written
where f 0 is the resonant frequency at p ¼ 0 and p 0 is a constant that depends on the geometry and mechanical characteristics of the oscillating plates. Fitting this equation to the experimental data in Fig. 4 (a) yields excellent agreement for f 0 ¼ 6.186 MHz and p 0 ¼ 4.3 bar.
The inverse lifetime C of a resonance is directly proportional to the sum of all the individual damping rates. There are three channels of energy loss in the nanoweb system, related to intrinsic acoustic loss and leakage into the surrounding capillary (C INT ), gas damping in the large hollow channels above and below the dual-nanoweb structure (C GD ), and squeezed-film damping in the gas-filled nanogap between the webs (C SFD )
The Q-factor is then given by p f 0 (p)/C(p). At zero pressure only the first term survives, yielding the highest Q-factor.
The gas and squeezed-film damping rates can be estimated using an "energy transfer model" in which the rate of energy transfer via elastic collisions between the oscillating plate and the gas molecules is calculated. 15, 17, 18 Previous finite-element modeling of the acoustic resonances showed that only one of the membranes in the dual nanoweb structure oscillates strongly, the other one remaining almost at rest. 8 Following the analysis by Bao et al., 17 the squeezedfilm damping rate in the dual nanoweb fiber can then be written
where L ¼ 22 lm, w ¼ 440 nm and d 0 ¼ 550 nm (Fig. 1) , q ¼ 2203 kg/m 3 is the density of silica, M m ¼ 39.948 g/mol is the molar mass of argon, R ¼ 8.3145 J/(mol K) is the universal gas constant, and T ¼ 293 K is the room temperature. The nanoweb resonance will also be damped by collisions with gas molecules in the large outer channels (Fig. 1) . In this case, the appropriate energy transfer model is for a freely-suspended oscillating plate, as derived in Ref. 17 but with gas on only one side of the plate. The gas damping rate then takes the form
and the overall Q-factor can be written
where the intrinsic damping rate (obtained from the measured Q-factor in vacuum) is C INT ¼ 5.36 Â 10 3 s
À1
. Finite element modeling of the acoustic modes of the structure in Fig. 1 , assuming loss-free materials, predicts that the energy will leak away at a rate of 3.45 Â 10 3 s
. We attribute the somewhat higher intrinsic damping rate to acoustic absorption caused by internal friction. 19 Optimization of the fiber design would reduce leakage of acoustic energy and enhance the Q-factor of the system.
In Fig. 4(a) , Q(p) is plotted, along with the experimental data, over the pressure range $1 lbar-100 millibars. The agreement is striking, especially since no free parameters were used. Above $60 millibars, the narrow peaks begin to broaden and overlap (Fig. 3(b) ), making accurate fitting to a superposition of Lorentzian lineshapes more difficult and prone to error. As a result, the agreement between theory and experiment is slightly less good in this range.
The Knudsen number Kn is the ratio between the molecular mean-free-path and a characteristic length-scale. 17 It determines whether wall-molecule or inter-molecular collisions dominate. In the "continuum" regime Kn < 10
À3
, inter-molecular collisions dominate and the gas can be considered a viscous fluid. For Kn > 10, the gas is in the "free-molecular" regime, inter-molecular collisions can be neglected, and damping is entirely due to collisions between the gas molecules and the vibrating structure. In the transition regime (10 À3 < Kn < 10), both wall and inter-molecular collisions must be considered. 18 The Knudsen numbers for the narrow gap (length-scale d 0 ) and the large hollow channels (length-scale 10 lm) are plotted in Fig. 4(b) as a function of pressure. The mean-free path was calculated at 293 K following Ref. 21 , assuming a van der Waals radius of 188 pm for argon. 22 It is interesting that, although according to the Knudsen number the system is in the transition regime between the free-molecular and viscous regimes at atmospheric pressure (Fig. 4(b) ), the assumption that the free molecular regime is in force is still a good one.
In conclusion, squeezed-film damping plays a key role in determining the resonant frequency and Q-factor of the mechanical resonances in dual nanoweb fiber. Very good agreement is obtained between experiment and a freemolecular "energy transfer model." The results also show that in the low pressure regime, which is of great interest in many optomechanical systems and devices, an analytical solution can be sufficient to describe the squeezed-film damping effect in real structures.
